
Towers 101 

Chapter 101: The Start of the Real Battle 

The Awakened ones in the distance of Yang Lake looked at the scene in front of them in astonishment. 

Compared to the Ancient Draconic Croc, Liu Yan, who appeared to be so small, directly went and faced 

the Ancient Draconic Croc head-on. That fist full of flames looked even more terrifying. 

The Awakened ones couldn’t help but discuss in astonishment. 

“Who is this person? Why does it feel like he’s so powerful?” 

“Why does it feel like he’s not a cultivator that belongs to level three of the Tower? He’s not on the 

same level as us at all.” 

“This is too cool.” 

“He can’t beat the Ancient Draconic Croc, right?” 

“I remember him. Isn’t he Liu Yan? At that time, he had the same Tower number as me and directly 

broke the historical record of the reputation list!” 

“Damn, I actually wanted to attack him just now. I won’t dare to do it again!” 

“…” 

While everyone was discussing, Liu Yan’s punch had already struck the Ancient Draconic Croc’s body. 

Even though the Ancient Draconic Croc’s skin was rough and thick, and Liu Yan’s punch could not 

penetrate it, it still left quite a heavy wound. 

The soft blade went deep, and the damage was extremely great. 

Fire elements raged and exploded, and a large area of burns appeared. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc felt the pain and roared. It turned around and smacked Liu Yan. Its speed was 

breakneck. 

Even though it was huge, the Ancient Draconic Croc’s speed was not slow at all. Its angle was even more 

exquisite, sealing off Liu Yan’s escape route. 

When Liu Yan saw this, he was slightly surprised. There was no way for him to dodge. 

Even though Flicker was more flexible, it was only for a small range. And with the current Ancient 

Draconic Croc’s speed, large size, and the close distance between them, Liu Yan had no time to dodge. 

Either he used his S-grade skill, Sonic Speed, to evade easily, or Liu Yan couldn’t dodge. 

In a flash, Liu Yan did not have much time to think. He might as well not dodge and take the Ancient 

Draconic Croc’s attack head-on on the spot. 

Seeing that the Ancient Draconic Croc was about to touch him, Liu Yan activated his A-grade skill, 

Counterattack Storm, in time. 



Liu Yan instantly entered into an absolute defense state. 

After taking the Ancient Draconic Croc’s attack head-on, Liu Yan’s body was instantly sent flying dozens 

of meters away, sinking into the soil beside the shore. 

“Liu Yan!” 

Chu Long and Murong Xue cried out in surprise. 

The Awakened in the distance, although some of them had some conflicts with Liu Yan before, their 

hearts tightened too when they saw that Liu Yan seemed to have lost. 

After all, Liu Yan was also an Awakened human like them. Although they envied Liu Yan’s strength, they 

also hoped that Liu Yan could defeat the fierce beast, the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

Chu Long and Murong Xue hurriedly rushed to Liu Yan’s side, but Liu Yan’s voice came out from the 

sunken soil. 

“It’s dangerous. Don’t come over. I’m fine!” 

Chu Long and Murong Xue were stunned. They were both surprised. 

Although Liu Yan’s voice was not loud, it was clear and calm. 

Seeing that the Ancient Draconic Croc had already rushed over, Chu Long and Murong Xue chose to trust 

Liu Yan. They quickly retreated to the side, not affecting the battle between Liu Yan and the Ancient 

Draconic Croc. 

Just as the Ancient Draconic Croc reached the shore, a shadow instantly charged out from the sunken 

soil, heading towards the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

Although Liu Yan was in a sorry state from that attack just now, Liu Yan was evident that under the 

effect of his A-grade skill, Counterattack Storm, he had already entered a defensive stance, barely 

blocking the attack from the Ancient Draconic Croc. So he did not receive any damage. 

Instead, he had accumulated a lot of strength through Counterattack Storm! 

Liu Yan relied on his C-grade skill, Wind Control, to increase his speed quite a bit. At the same time, he 

was able to fly for a short period. 

In an instant, Liu Yan arrived before the Ancient Draconic Croc and unleashed the strength accumulated 

from Counterattack Storm. 

He used the strength of the Ancient Draconic Croc to deal with the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc’s huge body partially sank into the soil with a single strike. 

Following that, Liu Yan continued to launch his attacks. 

Liu Yan did not use his full strength in his last attack. He was testing the Ancient Draconic Croc’s strength 

and the effects of his various skills. 

After a series of tests, Liu Yan understood the Ancient Draconic Croc and his strength in all aspects. 



Since he was done testing, then the real battle had begun. 

Liu Yan took out his S-grade weapon, Blade of The Night, from his spatial ring. 

Everyone present, including the Ancient Draconic Croc, did not pay much attention to the seemingly 

plain and unadorned dagger. 

However, only Liu Yan was clear that the seemingly ordinary Blade of The Night was an S-grade weapon, 

and its power was incomparably terrifying. 

Without stopping, Liu Yan used Flicker and arrived beside the Ancient Draconic Croc. He executed his B-

grade skill, Power of Desolation, and his strength increased terrifyingly. 

Following that, he executed his A-grade skill, Poison Control, and imbued the Blade of The Night with all 

sorts of poisons before stabbing the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc’s incomparably and seemingly indestructible thick armor was like paper in 

front of the Blade of The Night. The Blade of The Night easily pierced through it. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc immediately cried out in pain. It had never thought that Liu Yan would be 

able to break through its defense in an instant. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc quickly reacted and attacked Liu Yan. 

However, Liu Yan was already prepared this time and reacted in advance. 

Relying on the nimbleness of Flicker, his high agility attribute, and the high speed brought about by his 

Wind Control, he easily dodged the Ancient Draconic Croc’s attack and arrived at the other side of the 

Ancient Draconic Croc. 

He stabbed the Ancient Draconic Croc using the same attack. 

Although there wasn’t any elemental power, and it looked normal, it was still mighty. 

This time, it triggered a Critical Strike. 

With a flash of light, it tore the Ancient Draconic Croc’s body and left a massive wound. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan was secretly surprised. He didn’t expect the second attack to trigger a Critical Strike, 

dealing five times the damage! 

There was a 30% chance that the second attack would trigger. He was considered lucky. 

Liu Yan was initially able to easily injure the Ancient Draconic Croc by relying on the increased and huge 

amount of attacks brought by the Blade of The Night. 

That Critical Strike dealt five times the damage, seriously injuring the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc roared in anger and pain. It wanted to counterattack, but Liu Yan was highly 

agile and did not let it touch him. 

In fact, Liu Yan could also completely deal with the Ancient Draconic Croc head-on. He could also rely on 

Counterattack Storm to deal with it head-on. 



But that was too slow and a waste of time. There was really no need for that. 

After that, Liu Yan continued to fight with the Ancient Draconic Croc. Although those two blows had 

injured the Ancient Draconic Croc quite a bit, it was still a powerful SS-grade fierce beast after all. Its 

body was incomparably powerful. Though it had clearly lost quite a bit of blood, it could continue to 

fight. 

Liu Yan was not in a hurry either, so he began to fight patiently. 

Relying on his nimble bodily movements, he continuously dodged the Ancient Draconic Croc’s attacks, 

preventing the Ancient Draconic Croc from touching him. 

Then, relying on the power of the Blade of The Night and the terrifying explosive damage brought by the 

Dark Ranger, he continued to leave numerous wounds on the Ancient Draconic Croc’s body. 

It was still fine when it did not trigger the Critical Strike. Although the Blade of The Night was sharp, it 

was only a dagger after all. It could only leave a small wound on the Ancient Draconic Croc’s body. 

However, once it triggered the Critical Strike, it would be a large wound that could cause the Ancient 

Draconic Croc to bleed non-stop. 

Chapter 102: Increasing Seven Levels In a Row 

Chu Long, Murong Xue, and the other Awakened ones were shocked when they saw the scene in front 

of them. 

Facing the powerful and terrifying Ancient Draconic Croc, the seemingly insignificant Liu Yan was yet 

fighting the Ancient Draconic Croc with ease. 

The battle situation was one-sided. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc basically couldn’t touch Liu Yan the entire time. On the contrary, Liu Yan’s 

movements were highly nimble, continuously leaving large and small wounds on the Ancient Draconic 

Croc’s body. 

It was evident that Liu Yan would win if that continued. It was only a matter of time. 

The Awakened saw such an exciting battle and couldn’t help but discuss it in surprise. 

“Is this really the Awakened one who is on the same level as us? How could he be so powerful?” 

“When facing an ordinary fierce beast on level three of the Tower, we needed two to three people to 

deal with it. This guy, however, can even deal with such a terrifying fierce beast by himself!” 

“It is said that this Ancient Draconic Croc is a fierce beast with SS-grade talent. Can he really deal with 

such a powerful fierce beast?” 
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“This is too powerful. Liu Yan is my idol!” 

“Sobs, why is there such a huge difference between humans?” 



“…” 

Just then, Murong Xue and Chu Long looked at each other, their faces full of surprise. 

They were Liu Yan’s teammates, so they were clearer about Liu Yan’s strength. 

They had already known that Liu Yan was extremely powerful. He could even tie with that Golden-

armored Blue Ape. 

However, they did not expect that Liu Yan would be even more powerful now. He had reached a level 

that they could not understand. 

“Did Liu Yan really transited to an ordinary class? Why do I feel that his strength suddenly increased 

greatly after his class transition?” Murong Xue asked with some doubt. 

When Chu Long heard this, she nodded slightly and said, “I also feel that he was originally powerful, but 

he seemed to have become much stronger all of a sudden.” 

The Liu Yan then was engaged in an intense battle with the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

That was also the first time Liu Yan faced such a strong opponent since he entered the Tower. 

Liu Yan had almost instantly killed those fierce beasts he had faced previously, so the battles didn’t last 

for too long. 

Thus, although Liu Yan had fought many battles before, he didn’t have much combat experience. 

He had many powerful skills and abilities but could not completely unleash their full power. 

Like this round, Liu Yan slowly found some knacks through the battle with the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

Although he could easily cut through the Ancient Draconic Croc’s heavy armor, the Ancient Draconic 

Croc’s body was huge after all. He still had to find the right location to deal more damage. 

While fighting, Liu Yan also remembered that he still had a C-grade skill, Backstab. Because its level was 

not high, only C-grade, which was much lower than his other A-grade skills, it had been ignored by Liu 

Yan. 

However, at that moment, Liu Yan remembered that skill. Although its level was not high, it was very 

compatible with Liu Yan’s Dark Ranger class. It was also very compatible with the current battle 

situation. 

Seeing that the Ancient Draconic Croc was once again charging toward him in rage, Liu Yan did not 

dodge this time. Instead, he stood still. 

Just as the Ancient Draconic Croc’s attack was right in front of him, just as it was about to hit its target, 

Liu Yan activated his C-grade skill Backstab. In a flash, he instantly appeared behind the Ancient Draconic 

Croc. 

Liu Yan had also carefully chosen the position and did not casually attack like before. Instead, he aimed 

at the Ancient Draconic Croc’s spinal cord. 



Holding the Blade of The Night tightly, he activated his Power of Desolation, Poison Control, and Flame 

Control skills. 

His strength received an alarming increase. At the same time, the dagger was covered with the power of 

the fire element and various poisons. 

Liu Yan specifically controlled and suppressed the fire element so that it could burst with greater 

damage. 

The dagger was then pierced into the Ancient Draconic Croc’s spinal cord. 

Liu Yan suppressed the fire element until it reached the Ancient Draconic Croc’s body. Liu Yan only 

released it when it was too far away for him to control. 

“Bang!” A terrifying fire element exploded in the Ancient Draconic Croc’s body, instantly destroying its 

spinal cord. 

Previously, Liu Yan had attacked the Ancient Draconic Croc’s spinal cord many times. That burst of 

power directly destroyed the Ancient Draconic Croc’s spinal cord. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc roared, venting its anger and unwillingness. However, it still couldn’t control 

its huge body and instantly fell to the ground. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc was paralyzed on the ground. With the numerous wounds that Liu Yan had 

previously left on its body, it was heavily injured. Blood continuously flowed out from many of its 

wounds. 

The following battle was much simpler. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc, which was originally not Liu Yan’s opponent, had fallen to the ground, 

leaving it at the mercy of others. 

Liu Yan went forward with the Blade of The Night, stabbing into its fatal spots many times. 

After a long time, the Ancient Draconic Croc’s unwilling roars gradually disappeared and finally died. 

The fierce battle that had lasted for a long time had finally ended. It ended with Liu Yan defeating the 

Ancient Draconic Croc! 

A notification immediately appeared in front of Liu Yan. 

[You have successfully killed the Ancient Draconic Croc. Congratulations, you’ve obtained 30,000 combat 

experience!] 

[Sufficient EXP obtained. You have successfully leveled up. You have reached level 13!] 

[Sufficient EXP obtained. You have successfully leveled up. You have reached level 14! ] 

[Sufficient EXP obtained. You have successfully leveled up. You have reached level 15! ] 

[Sufficient EXP obtained. You have successfully leveled up. You have reached level 16! ] 

With a huge amount of EXP, Liu Yan instantly leveled up four levels in a row, reaching level 16! 



However, Liu Yan knew that that was only his first set of EXP. 

Liu Yan immediately used Divine Extraction on the Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse. 

A white light enveloped the Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse, and notifications appeared again before Liu 

Yan. 

[Divine Extraction of Ancient Draconic Croc (S-grade talent, level 50) has been successful. 

Congratulations, you’ve obtained: Strength +2,800, Vitality +3,200, Adaptability +780, EXP +50,000, 

Dragonification (S-grade)!] 
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[Sufficient EXP obtained. You have successfully leveled up. You have reached level 17!] 

[Sufficient EXP obtained. You have successfully leveled up. You have reached level 18!] 

[Sufficient EXP obtained. You have successfully leveled up. You have reached level 19! ] 

With another huge amount of EXP, Liu Yan leveled up another three levels. Adding the previous one, Liu 

Yan leveled up seven levels in a row after finishing off the Ancient Draconic Croc, reaching a terrifying 

level of level 19. 

Only a few Awakened could reach level 10 on level three of the Tower. However, Liu Yan was already 

nearing level 20, far surpassing everyone else. 

At the same time, Liu Yan also noticed that the Divine Extraction had displayed the Ancient Draconic 

Croc as level 50. 

Liu Yan immediately realized that the Ancient Draconic Croc was here with its strength suppressed. 

In that case, it was actually a powerful fierce beast of level 50 and with SS-grade talent. 

However, because it was suppressed to level 30, its strength was significantly suppressed, which allowed 

Liu Yan to deal with it easily. 

At that moment, Liu Yan also immediately understood. No wonder the Ancient Draconic Croc’s roar was 

filled with unwillingness and grievance during the battle, especially when it fell at the end. 

It turned out that its strength was suppressed. It didn’t even display its full power before being dealt 

with by Liu Yan. It would be strange if it weren’t aggrieved. 

However, even if its strength was suppressed, the Ancient Draconic Croc was still incomparably 

powerful. Logically speaking, the Awakened on level three of the Tower wouldn’t be able to deal with 

the Ancient Draconic Croc even if they attacked together. 

After all, a casual attack from it could easily kill more than a dozen of the Awakened. 

At that level, numbers were useless. 

However, the Ancient Draconic Croc was rather unlucky. It encountered a monster like Liu Yan and fell 

into the gutter on level three of the Tower. 



Chapter 103: Fear 

Liu Yan was overjoyed. He quickly checked his other gains. 

Although the EXP gain was huge, that was only a small part. There were many other gains as well. 

First was the tremendous amount of attribute points. Liu Yan could clearly feel that his vitality had 

become much stronger. It had reached an extremely exaggerated level. 

Those ordinary bows, arrows, and low-level weapons couldn’t even pierce through Liu Yan’s skin now. 

Although Liu Yan hadn’t achieved the level of the Ancient Draconic Croc’s heavy armor, his vitality was 

already highly astonishing. 

In addition, his strength had also received an enormous increase. It was doubled. 

After all, it was a level 50 fierce beast with an SS-grade talent. The number of attribute points that Liu 

Yan attained from Divine Extraction was simply too much. 

To Liu Yan, who was over level 10, it was not an exaggeration to say that those three attributes’ points 

had doubled. 

At that moment, Chu Long and Murong Xue, who were watching from afar, had a look of surprise on 

their faces. They had not expected that Liu Yan would be able to deal with the Ancient Draconic Croc in 

such a short period. One after another, they approached him. 

“Brother Liu Yan, are you hurt?” Chu Long asked with concern. 

However, Chu Long did not find any wounds on Liu Yan’s body after examining Liu Yan from top to 

bottom. There was nowhere to be treated. 

Murong Xue also looked at Liu Yan with a face full of surprise and disbelief. 

Such a powerful Ancient Draconic Croc was actually killed by Liu Yan alone. 

And judging from Liu Yan’s appearance, he did not seem injured. He only appeared to be a little tired 

and sweating. 

Other Awakened ones only knew that the Ancient Draconic Croc was a mighty fierce beast that could kill 

dozens of them instantly. 

However, they did not know exactly how powerful it was. 

Murong Xue, on the other hand, knew a little about it. Before she entered level three of the Tower, she 

had heard about it from the elders in her family. 

From level three of the Tower onwards, some fierce beasts would be suppressed there. 

Most of those fierce beasts had either offended other terrifying fierce beasts or committed some 

mistakes, causing the public to be angry, and thus, they were suppressed there. 

While being suppressed, they were also guarding some important treasures and carrying out important 

missions. 



And even though those terrifying fierce beasts were suppressed, and their strength was greatly 

restricted, they were existences that far surpassed the fierce beasts of the same level. The Awakened 

simply couldn’t provoke them. 

Simply put, those fierce beasts did not belong to the monsters on the map. They were existences that 

completely surpassed the level. 

Without a doubt, the Ancient Draconic Croc in front of them was like that. 

Its strength was not something that the Awakened on level three of the Tower could provoke. They 

were not on the same level at all. 

But now, Liu Yan had single-handedly defeated that Ancient Draconic Croc, which was of a higher level. 

It was truly shocking. 

Murong Xue was secretly shocked. According to the elders in the family, only when a particular batch of 

Awakened had many geniuses who were extremely powerful would the whole level of Awakened have a 

chance of defeating that type of fierce beast. But the hope was still extremely slim. 

Murong Xue wondered what her family would think if they knew that Liu Yan had single-handedly taken 

care of that type of fierce beast. 

At that moment, the Awakened in the distance saw that the battle had ended, and their faces were filled 

with shock. 

Although they had already witnessed Liu Yan’s terrifying strength and how he did not seem to be injured 

when he took the Ancient Draconic Croc’s attack head-on, they had never thought that Liu Yan would 

actually be able to defeat the Ancient Draconic Croc. It had only taken him one hour. 

“This is too powerful. Why does it feel like Liu Yan can defeat this Ancient Draconic Croc more easily 

than I can defeat an ordinary fierce beast?” 

“Yesterday, I saw the Ancient Draconic Croc’s attack. It killed more than ten of us in a single strike. It’s 

too terrifying.” 

“That’s right. When we faced this Ancient Draconic Croc, we didn’t even have the strength to resist.” 

“As expected of the monstrous Awakened who broke the Federation’s record. It’s truly terrifying!” 

“If I had Liu Yan, no, one-tenth of Liu Yan’s strength, I feel like I would be able to wake up laughing in my 

dreams!” 

“…” 

The Awakened ones were discussing in shock as they slowly approached, wanting to see the appearance 

of the Ancient Draconic Croc that had fallen. 

However, they did not dare to approach it. Even if the Ancient Draconic Croc was dead, they still did not 

dare to face it or approach it. 

In addition, they were extremely afraid of Liu Yan and didn’t dare to approach him. 



After all, if Liu Yan could deal with the Ancient Draconic Croc so easily, wouldn’t it be easier to deal with 

them? 

They feared that Liu Yan would snatch the Yin and Yang cards in their hands or even kill them. 

After all, Liu Yan could do so. 

Those Awakened ones who had previously attacked Liu Yan didn’t dare to face Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan glanced at those Awakened, but he was not interested. 

If it was before, Liu Yan would have taken their Yin and Yang cards. 

That way, Liu Yan and his teammates could obtain more Yin and Yang cards, allowing them to transit to 

a stronger class. 

However, Liu Yan had already obtained many Yin cards from Scarface and the others in the Yang region. 

Plus, they also obtained many Yin and Yang cards from Old Yin Bi, who came from the upper level last 

night. 

Liu Yan and his team had too many Yin cards and Yang cards. 

After the three of them completed their class transitions and consumed a large number of Yin and Yang 

cards, they still had a large number of Yin and Yang cards. 

Currently, the Yin and Yang cards were completely superfluous to Liu Yan and his team. Liu Yan naturally 

did not have any thoughts of attacking those Awakened. 

Liu Yan looked at those Awakened again and said indifferently, “If you don’t provoke me, I won’t attack 

you. This place belongs to us. Don’t go near the Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse and the Yang Lake.” 

The Awakened didn’t feel any revulsion when they heard his commanding tone. Instead, they heaved a 

sigh of relief. 

They felt much more relaxed when they heard Liu Yan say that he wouldn’t attack them. 

After all, if Liu Yan chose to attack, although they had many people, they might not be a match for Liu 

Yan alone. Liu Yan’s strength was simply too terrifying. 

The Awakened then rested a little further away from Liu Yan and the others. 

It was daytime now. Fierce beasts were rampant in the Yang region, and the number was huge. The 

Awakened could only hide as it was tough to face many fierce beasts head-on. 

On the other hand, because of the Ancient Draconic Croc’s aura and the terrifying aura that Liu Yan and 

the Ancient Draconic Croc had released just now during the battle, the ordinary fierce beasts didn’t dare 

to come close. 

Instead, there was not a single fierce beast near the Yang Lake. 

Those ordinary fierce beasts circled from a distance, making the place extremely safe. 



Liu Yan glanced at the many Awakened hiding in the distance and did not pay much attention to them. 

He then looked at Murong Xue and Chu Long and said, “One of you will stay here and guard the Ancient 

Draconic Croc’s corpse. The other one will have to go underwater with me later. There are some things 

that need to be retrieved together.” 

Chu Long and Murong Xue looked at each other when they heard this. 

Chu Long immediately said with a troubled expression, “I’m not very good at swimming.” 

Murong Xue walked out directly and said, “I’ll go down with you.” 

Chapter 104: The Terrifying Attributes Panel 

 “Alright.” 

Liu Yan nodded slightly and replied, “Take a short rest, then follow me down.” 

Since Liu Yan had already finished extracting the Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse, it was no longer of 

much use to Liu Yan. 
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However, it was still an SS-grade fierce beast after all, plus it had reached a high level of 50. 

The other fierce beasts on level three of the Tower were generally around level 10, with the highest 

around level 30. The Ancient Draconic Croc was a super-level existence. 

Naturally, he would make good use of its corpse. Many parts of the Ancient Draconic Croc’s body were 

treasures. 

Even though Liu Yan hadn’t thought of a way to use it yet, the baseline was the Ancient Draconic Croc’s 

corpse could significantly improve the Shadow Wolf. 

Liu Yan sensed the Shadow Wolf’s intense desire immediately after killing the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

The Shadow Wolf’s previous talent level was very low, only a D-grade. 

But after devouring powerful fierce beasts’ corpses twice, it had evolved into an S-grade Ice and Fire 

Two-headed Wolf. 

This time, it could also become stronger or evolve using the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

However, there were many other Awakened here, so Liu Yan naturally couldn’t release it publicly. 

The Shadow Wolf could also be considered Liu Yan’s trump card, so Liu Yan wanted to hide it. 

Although his strength should be very strong, and he wasn’t afraid of any other Awakened, Liu Yan still 

liked to keep a low profile and be cautious. He felt more secure that way. 

Liu Yan planned to wait till later before secretly releasing the Shadow Wolf to devour the Ancient 

Draconic Croc’s corpse. 



As for the bottom of the Yang Lake, Liu Yan could sense that there seemed to be some treasures 

underneath through his A-grade perception skill, Omniscient Insight. It appeared to be extremely 

powerful. 

However, Liu Yan didn’t know what it was exactly. 

It should be the treasures that the Ancient Draconic Croc was guarding. 

Liu Yan didn’t know what the situation was like under the Yang Lake, so he prepared to rest for a while 

to recover some stamina before going down in case there was any danger. 

Although Liu Yan had the upper hand throughout the entire battle with the Ancient Draconic Croc, 

suppressing the Ancient Draconic Croc, it was still a fierce beast with SS-grade talent, so it was mighty. 

Liu Yan had also spent a lot of effort before successfully killing the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

Taking advantage of his free time, Liu Yan also checked his harvest. 

He had just extracted an S-grade skill from the Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse, but he hadn’t had the 

time to check it yet. 

Liu Yan currently had a bunch of A-grade skills on him, but for S-grade skills, he only had Sonic Speed 

which he had obtained from the Golden-armored Blue Ape. 

Although the difference between an S-grade skill and an A-grade skill was only one level, the difference 

was like heaven and earth, having an insurmountable gap. 

Every S-grade skill was a mighty and terrifying existence. Liu Yan was filled with anticipation as he 

quickly checked it out. 

[Dragonification] 

Level: S-grade 

Effect: Contains a trace of the dragon bloodline, which will continuously strengthen the host’s vitality. 

When activated, it triggers the dragon bloodline, and the host will enter the Dragonification state, 

displaying a terrifying combat strength! 

Liu Yan was extremely surprised when he read the introduction. It was actually a transformation skill, 

and it was a transformation skill with the dragon bloodline. 

It was a short introduction, but it revealed a terrifying power. 

That was the dragon bloodline, an extremely noble and powerful bloodline. 

As long as there was a trace of the dragon bloodline, it would be extremely powerful. 

Liu Yan was a little curious, inevitably. What kind of changes would the activation of the Dragonification 

skill bring him? What kind of terrifying strength would it bring? It seemed he would have to find a place 

to properly test it out. 

After roughly understanding the effects of the newly acquired skill, Liu Yan was extremely satisfied. 



Although he still did not know the exact strength of Dragonification, just based on the two simple words, 

S-grade and dragon bloodline, Liu Yan believed that Dragonification would not disappoint him! 

Following that, Liu Yan rechecked his attributes panel. He had leveled up seven levels consecutively, plus 

the tremendous amount of attribute points he had obtained from the Ancient Draconic Croc, that 

doubled Liu Yan’s attributes panel. The increase was too exaggerated. 

[Liu Yan] 

Level: 19 (1000/9000) 

Class: Dark Ranger (second transition) 

HP: 1500/1500 

MP: 1010/1030 

Strength (Attack): 6,789 

Vitality (Defense): 7,123 

Agility (Speed): 4,456 

Spirit (Mana): 1,780 

Adaptability (Magic Resistance): 1,350 

Luck (Probability): 43 

Bow and Arrow: Myriad Beast Bow 

Trap: None 

Familiar: Ice and Fire Two-headed Wolf 

Allocatable Attribute Points: 72 

Talent: Divine Extraction (SSS-grade) Frequency: 189/190(restores every hour) 

Skill: Omniscient Insight (A-grade), Fog (B-grade), Ultimate Aim (B-grade), Poison Control (B-grade), 

Traceless Silence (B-grade), Poison Immunity (D-grade), Animal Affinity (B-grade), Flame Control (A-

grade), Frost Control (A-grade), Wind Control (C-grade), Blazing Tyrant Fist (S-grade), Robbery (B-grade), 

Split (A-grade), Track (A-grade), Electrification (A-grade), Power of Desolation (B-grade), Counterattack 

Storm (A-grade), Sonic Speed (S-grade), Shadow Cloak (A-grade), Traceless Silence (B-grade), Backstab 

(C-grade), Dragonification (S-grade) 

Items: Soft Blade Boxing Gloves (A-grade), Blade of The Night (S-grade), Myriad Beast Bow (C-grade), 

Wind Rider Set (D-grade), Elementary Storage Ring (B-grade) 

After looking at his exaggerated attributes panel, Liu Yan was extremely satisfied. 

Originally, Liu Yan’s agility attribute was the highest, and he was best at speed. 



However, with the large amount of strength, vitality, and adaptability attribute points provided by the 

Ancient Draconic Croc, Liu Yan’s strength and vitality instantly far surpassed his agility and other 

attributes. 

This was especially so for his vitality attribute, which had directly increased by 7,000 points. It was 

indeed an exaggeration. 

In terms of skill, Liu Yan was already very well-rounded. 

However, after the battle with the Ancient Draconic Croc, Liu Yan also realized that although some of 

the skills were not high-level, they could provide him with a lot of help when combined. 

Take the Backstab skill for example. Even though it was only C-grade, when combined with the powerful 

S-grade weapon, Blade of the Night, and Liu Yan’s incomparably terrifying Dark Ranger class’s Critical 

Strike effect, Backstab became an extremely powerful godly skill. 

It seemed like he had to collect more skills in the future to improve his overall combat strength. 

In terms of equipment, with the Blade of The Night, Liu Yan’s strength suddenly increased significantly. 

The only weakness was that the level of the defensive equipment was relatively low. However, Liu Yan’s 

terrifying defensive strength could compensate for that weakness. 

Presently, Liu Yan had many opportunities to exchange for some high-level equipment. However, those 

C-grade or B-grade defensive equipment’s defensive strength was inferior to Liu Yan’s. So, Liu Yan didn’t 

care about them and could not be bothered to exchange for them. 

He would need a piece of equipment that was, at the very least, A-grade or above. Currently, Liu Yan 

was only interested in those. 

Liu Yan was almost rested by the time he finished checking his gains this round. 

Although Liu Yan had just used up quite a lot of stamina, with his terrifying attributes, it would only take 

him a few minutes to recover his stamina. 

Liu Yan stood up, looked at Murong Xue and said, “Alright, I’m well-rested. Prepare to go into the water 

with me.” 

“Alright!” 

Upon hearing this, Murong Xue stood up and took off her outer clothes, revealing the clothes 

underneath. 

Although relatively well-covered, the clothes underneath still could not cover Murong Xue’s voluptuous 

figure since she had an excellent figure to begin with. 

She was really voluptuous… 

Liu Yan sighed in his heart, then brought Murong Xue into the water. 

Chapter 105: Black Treasure Chest 

At the bottom of Yang Lake. 



Liu Yan brought Murong Xue deep into the lake. 

His A-grade perception skill, Omniscient Insight, was activated. Everything within a hundred-meter 

radius was clearly within Liu Yan’s perception range. 

After sensing for a while, Liu Yan was a little surprised. There was basically no fierce beast underwater. 

At the very least, there wasn’t any powerful fierce beast in the area. 

However, after deliberating, Liu Yan understood. The Ancient Draconic Croc was so mighty and was 

suppressed here. How would the other weak and ordinary fierce beasts dare to approach? 

After confirming that there wasn’t any other fierce beast nearby and that there was no danger, Liu Yan 

immediately relaxed and continued to go deeper into the water. 

Even though it was currently noon and the sun was shining brightly, it became dimmer as he went 

deeper. 

Liu Yan had Omniscient Insight, so he was clear of everything around him. Thus, he was not afraid at all. 

Murong Xue, who was next to him, did not have such a powerful perception skill, so she was unclear 

about everything around her. 

To Murong Xue, everything was unknown in the deep water. She was inexplicably afraid. 

Just then, Liu Yan sensed they were about to reach the bottom of the lake. 

And in a cave at the bottom of the lake, there seemed to be some treasures. Their auras were not weak, 

so their levels should be pretty good. 

Liu Yan’s face was immediately filled with joy, and he hurriedly brought Murong Xue along. 

Murong Xue, who was swimming, suddenly felt something touch her body. 

The strange touch immediately made Murong Xue think that she had encountered a monster, and she 

immediately approached Liu Yan in panic. 

Liu Yan noticed something amiss and quickly turned around, only to see Murong Xue approaching him in 

panic. 

Liu Yan looked behind Murong Xue and saw nothing but a few weeds. 

Liu Yan quickly grabbed Murong Xue and signaled her to calm down. 

But she couldn’t speak underwater. 

Murong Xue still looked fearful. She wasn’t weak, and even if she encountered a fierce beast, with 

Murong Xue’s strong vitality, she didn’t need to be afraid. 

However, because they were now underwater, Murong Xue was afraid for no reason. She could not 

think calmly at all. 

Liu Yan saw that Murong Xue was still in a state of panic and immediately felt helpless. 



There was a limit to how long they could hold their breath underwater. If this dragged on, Liu Yan and 

Murong Xue would have to return to the shore to breathe and then come down again to retrieve the 

treasure. 

With no other choice, Liu Yan could only hug Murong Xue tightly, leading her to look back. 

Murong Xue only heaved a sigh of relief when she saw that there was nothing behind her but only a few 

ordinary weeds. 

However, Murong Xue immediately felt that something was amiss. She lowered her head, and Liu Yan’s 

hands had also slipped under her clothes. 

Liu Yan also realized that something was amiss. He did not think much about it in his moment of 

desperation just now. Only now did he realize something was wrong with the place he touched. 

Murong Xue thought that Liu Yan was doing it on purpose. There wasn’t anyone around, so she 

immediately stretched her hand toward Liu Yan’s crotch out of fury and embarrassment. 

She wasn’t the kind of person who would suffer losses. 

However, Liu Yan’s Omniscient Insight was still on, so he had already noticed her movements. 

He stretched out one hand and grabbed both of her hands. 

Holding her wrists tightly, Murong Xue couldn’t move at all. 

This girl was really making a fuss. 

Liu Yan decided to punish her. He held Murong Xue’s hands tightly with one hand and did whatever he 

wanted with the other. 

Just now, Liu Yan was holding Murong Xue. Right now, Murong Xue’s entire body was in Liu Yan’s arms 

and could not move. 

Her hands were held tightly by Liu Yan, and she could not move either. 

Murong Xue was instantly annoyed and wanted to break free. 

However, Liu Yan’s strength was already much higher than Murong Xue’s. If it were in the past, even 

though Murong Xue’s strength was inferior to Liu Yan’s, she would still be able to struggle for a while. 

However, Liu Yan had just finished dealing with the Ancient Draconic Croc and obtained a tremendous 

amount of strength and vitality attribute points from the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

Liu Yan’s current strength was already far ahead of Murong Xue’s. 

Murong Xue struggled with all her strength. But to her surprise, she discovered that the strength 

attribute she was best at was far behind Liu Yan’s. 

No matter how hard she tried, she could not move Liu Yan in the slightest. 

Murong Xue was extremely shocked. When had this fellow’s strength become so terrifying? 

Murong Xue was instantly in despair. 



She was currently at the bottom of the lake. No one else could help her, and her strength had been 

entirely suppressed by Liu Yan. She was unable to resist Liu Yan at all. 

Feeling the reckless act on her chest, Murong Xue felt a wave of embarrassment and anger. 

After Liu Yan ‘punished’ her a little, he let go of Murong Xue and signaled her to continue to follow him 

down to retrieve the treasure. 

Once Murong Xue was let go, she caught up with Liu Yan to take revenge. 

However, after Liu Yan turned around and gave her a cold glance, Murong Xue did not dare to do it 

anymore. 

Murong Xue had just witnessed Liu Yan’s terrifying strength and knew that she was no match for Liu 

Yan. She could only take the loss and obediently follow Liu Yan into the depths of the water. 

Not long after, the two of them arrived at the bottom of the lake. In a small cave, there was a strange 

metal box. 

The box was completely black and looked somewhat ordinary. It was not even eye-catching. 

If it were not for Liu Yan’s Omniscient Insight, he would not have been able to find the black box at the 

bottom of the deep lake with just his eyes. 

Liu Yan used Omniscient Insight to sense the surroundings. There was nothing else in the surroundings 

other than the black box. 

He was actually unable to sense anything inside the black box after he attempted to. 

So far, Liu Yan had been proficient in using his A-grade skill, Omniscient Insight. He roughly understood 

that the interior of an ordinary object could be sensed. 

Only the interior of an extremely high-level object could not be sensed. 

The seemingly ordinary black box before him was very clearly likely to be a treasure. 

It seemed that this was the treasure the Ancient Draconic Croc had been guarding. 

Liu Yan picked up the black box and brought Murong Xue to the lake’s surface. 

The two of them had been in the water for some time and also just experienced that short interlude. 

Their oxygen was no longer enough, so they could not stay underwater for long. 

Seeing that, Murong Xue quickly followed Liu Yan. 

Not long after, the surface of Yang Lake rippled. Liu Yan and Murong Xue brought a black box ashore. 

After they went ashore, Murong Xue quickly put on her clothes. 

It seemed that she felt aggrieved because of what had happened just now. After putting on her clothes, 

she quietly sat to the side. 

Seeing Liu Yan and Murong Xue come up, Chu Long quickly went forward. 



“Brother Liu Yan, you’re back.” Chu Long went forward to help put down the black box. 

When she raised her head to look at Murong Xue, Chu Long immediately realized something was wrong. 

She confusedly asked, “Sister Murong Xue, why are you blushing? What’s wrong?” 

When Murong Xue heard this, she became more embarrassed and angry. She didn’t say anything and 

turned her head away, not wanting to see Liu Yan. 

Chu Long had a puzzled look when she saw that, not understanding what had happened. 

Seeing that, Liu Yan came to Murong Xue’s side and said with a smile, “You’re all wet, aren’t you cold? 

Let me help you warm up.” 

As he said that, Liu Yan activated his A-grade skill, Flame Control. A ball of flame appeared beside 

Murong Xue and warmed her up. 

Chapter 106: Flying Cloud Mystic Bow, Elemental Condensation 

Murong Xue felt the warmth in front of her, and her body felt much better. 

The resentment in her heart towards Liu Yan had also lessened by a lot. Her expression was finally no 

longer sullen as she said snappily, “I’m fine now. Go and see what’s inside that black chest!” 

Although she sounded impatient, he was willing to speak. It was obvious that he was no longer angry 

with Liu Yan. 

Seeing that he had coaxed Murong Xue, Liu Yan nodded slightly and returned to the front of the black 

chest to inspect it. 

He had been at the bottom of the deep water just now. He had limited time as well, so he did not look 

carefully. 

At this moment, under the sunlight, Liu Yan realized that this chest was indeed a little unusual. 

It was completely black and had some strange patterns on it. 

Liu Yan did not recognize the patterns, but there were some strange fierce beasts and even dragons’ 

patterns. It felt very unusual. 

The chest was made of strange metal. It was clearly at the bottom of the deep water, so it should be 

extremely cold. 

However, Liu Yan found that it was warmed to touch, which was really weird. 

However, the chest was not locked. Liu Yan directly opened it, and inside was a pair of gloves and a bow. 

When Liu Yan saw this, his face was filled with surprise. There was actually a bow! 

During the battle with the Ancient Draconic Croc, Liu Yan had a hard time fighting it because he lacked a 

powerful bow. 

Although the Myriad Beast Bow was not weak, it could no longer keep up with Liu Yan’s strength. It 

could not display all of Liu Yan’s strength. 



Just when he needed a good bow, he unexpectedly encountered one. 

This bow was completely golden in color, emitting a faint golden light. It looked extremely extraordinary. 

Liu Yan hurriedly used his smart wristband to check the information. 

[ Flying Feather Mystic Bow ] 

Grade: A-grade 

Effects: Attack + 3,000. No need to draw the bow. It can condense the arrow itself. Maximum strength: 

10,000 

Liu Yan was thrilled when he saw it was an A-grade bow 

Currently, the Myriad Beast Bow was only C-grade. Now that he had obtained an A-grade bow, it had 

undoubtedly greatly improved Liu Yan’s long-range attack ability. 

The effect of the Flying Feather Mystic Bow was very simple, but Liu Yan was very satisfied with it. 

The additional attack of 3,000 was quite a lot, which was nearly half of Liu Yan’s own attack power. 

The fact that the Flying Feather Mystic Bow could condense arrow itself was undoubtedly much more 

convenient. 

For example, the current Liu Yan needed to collect arrows himself. If he used up all of them, they would 

be gone. 

Under normal circumstances, it would be fine. But it was still a little bit troublesome. 

However, if he was in a long or large-scale battle and needed a large number of arrows, then he would 

be in a more awkward situation. 

The Flying Feather Mystic Bow perfectly solved this problem. 

And the most important thing was undoubtedly that the quality of the bow and the quality of the 

bowstring had increased by a lot. The upper limit of the bow’s strength had suddenly increased by a lot. 

Currently, the upper limit strength of the Myriad Beast Bow used by Liu Yan was only around 3,000 

points. 

Previously, Liu Yan could still use it at full strength, but he could not use the Power of Desolation to 

increase his strength furthermore. Otherwise, the Myriad Beast Bow would not be able to withstand it. 

However, now that Liu Yan had leveled up by 7 levels consecutively, he had also obtained a large 

number of attribute points from the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

Liu Yan’s strength had reached a terrifying 6,000 points in an instant. The Myriad Beast Bow was 

undoubtedly unable to keep up with Liu Yan’s strength. 

This situation could be considered quite special. Normally, the job class that used bows and arrows 

would usually have a stronger agility attribute, while their strength attribute would be average. 

The awakened with strength and agility attribute like Liu Yan were extremely rare. 



Liu Yan had the SSS-grade talent, Divine Extraction, which allowed him to continuously obtain large 

amounts of attributes. 

The strength and agility attributes of the current Liu Yan were frighteningly high. Even his other 

attributes had already far surpassed the awakened and fierce beast of the same level under the 

continuous improvement of the Divine Extraction. The awakened and fierce beast of the same level 

would not be able to compare to Liu Yan. 

Currently, the Flying Feather Mystic Bow’s maximum strength had reached 10,000 kilograms, which was 

barely enough for Liu Yan to use. Liu Yan’s strength attribute was more than 6,000. 

However, if Liu Yan used the Power of Desolation to increase his strength tenfold, he could not hold the 

Flying Feather Mystic Bow for long. 

However, Liu Yan was not worried about this. After all, he still had the Divine Extraction, which could 

increase his weapon by another grade. 

Following that, Liu Yan quickly used the Divine Extraction on the Flying Feather Mystic Bow. 

White light landed on the Flying Feather Mystic Bow, and a notification appeared in front of Liu Yan. 

[ Divine Extraction of Flying Feather Mystic Bow (A-grade) has been successful. Congratulations on 

obtaining the Flying Cloud Mystic Bow (S-grade) ! ] 

Another S-grade weapon! 

Liu Yan looked at the Flying Cloud Mystic Bow in front of him. It didn’t change much from the previous 

Flying Feather Mystic Bow. Instead, the golden light was more restrained, and it wasn’t as obvious. 

However, Liu Yan was not worried. He knew that some weapons were like this. The higher the grade, the 

more restrained they were. Although they looked ordinary on the surface, it did not mean that they 

were not strong. 

Liu Yan quickly looked at it. 

[ Flying Cloud Mystic Bow ] 

Grade: S-grade 

Effect: Attack + 7,000. No need to draw the bow. It could condense arrows by itself. Extremely powerful 

bowstring (maximum strength: 100,000) 

God’s effect: Elemental Condensation (able to fuse the power of various elements into an explosive 

attack) 

After the bow reaching S-grade after Divine Extraction, all attributes increased by several folds. 

Its attack increased by 7,000 in an instant, almost the same as Liu Yan’s own attack power. 

His upper limit strength also reached 100,000 in an instant. Even if Liu Yan used the Power of Desolation 

to increase his strength tenfold, he still did not reach the upper limit. 

This also meant that this Flying Cloud Mystic Bow could finally unleash all of Liu Yan’s strength. 



More than 60,000 attack power, and he could draw the bow and shoot arrows at full force. Even Liu Yan 

himself did not dare to imagine how terrifying the speed and power of the arrows would be! 

And apart from that, this Flying Cloud Mystic Bow actually had a God’s Effect. 

It was an S-grade weapon, bit it had a God’s Effect that only an SSS-grade weapon should have. 

This time, it also confirmed Liu Yan’s previous guess. 

An ordinary S-grade weapon would not have the God’s Effect. However, after the Divine Extraction, not 

only would the weapon’s grade increase in power, but its power would also be much stronger than a 

weapon of the same grade. Furthermore, it would have the God’s Effect even though it was still an S-

grade weapon. 

After understanding this point, Liu Yan’s heart was instantly filled with excitement. 

This meant that in the future, every time Liu Yan obtained an A-grade weapon or equipment, he would 

be able to obtain an S-grade weapon or equipment that possessed God’s Effects through Divine 

Extraction. 

An S-grade weapon or equipment that possessed God’s Effect would probably be no weaker than an SS-

grade weapon or equipment. 

In some cases, because of God’s Effects, it would be even stronger than an SS-grade weapon or 

equipment. 

Just like the Flying Cloud Mystic Bow in front of Liu Yan, the effect was actually Elemental Condensation. 

Attribute was different. It was extremely difficult to fuse them. However, as long as the fusion was 

successful, the power would increase exponentially. 

Coincidentally, Liu Yan himself had multiple attributes. Fire attribute, frost attribute, lightning attribute, 

and wind attribute. 

How terrifying would the fused elemental arrow after fusing four attributes be? 

Even Liu Yan was looking forward to it. 

“Looks like I have to find some time to properly test my current combat strength.” 

With this S-grade Flying Cloud Mystic Bow, Liu Yan conservatively estimated that his combat strength 

had increased by more than two times. 

Especially when this Elemental Condensation was combined with Liu Yan’s four attributes, the power 

would probably be hard to imagine. It could reach an extremely terrifying realm! 

Chapter 107: Crystal Gloves 

Liu Yan played with the Flying Cloud Mystic Bow in his hand and was instantly satisfied. 

The Flying Cloud Mystic Bow did not look big. It was only the size of a normal bow. 

But in his hand, it was extremely heavy. 



Liu Yan roughly estimated that it weighed over a thousand pounds. 

A bow weighing over a thousand pounds was really over the top. 

For others, it might be too heavy. Even if they could carry it, they would not be able to use it flexibly. It 

would affect the battle. 

But for Liu Yan, it was just right. 

This weight did not affect Liu Yan’s movement at all. On the contrary, it was just right. 

If it was too light, it would not feel right in his hand. 

Following that, Liu Yan put away the Flying Cloud Mystic Bow and looked at the remaining piece of 

equipment in the black treasure chest. 

It was a pair of gloves that was completely red in color. 

It was different from the soft blade boxing gloves that Liu Yan currently had. It was thinner and more 

convenient. 

When he was not fighting, he could even put away the soft blade boxing gloves without affecting his 

daily activities. 

However, the gloves in front of him were extremely thick and heavy. 

Liu Yan picked up the gloves and felt them. It was a pair of gloves weighed more than a hundred pounds. 

It seemed to be an extremely special material. 

Then, Liu Yan used the smart wristband to check the information. 

[ Diamond Gloves ] 

Grade: A-grade 

Effects: Attack + 3,000. Ignores normal attribute attacks 

It was also a very good A-grade gloves. It increased a lot of attack power. In addition, it could ignore 

attribute attacks. When using this pair of gloves, one could attack more flexibly and could easily deal 

with all kinds of attacks. 

Immediately after, Liu Yan also used Divine Extraction on the Diamond Gloves. 

White light enveloped the Diamond Gloves, and it suddenly became crystal clear. Its appearance had 

changed a lot. 

Liu Yan checked the information again. 

[ Crystal Gloves ] 

Grade: S-grade 

Effect: attack + 8,000, ignores normal attribute attacks 



Divine effect: Absolute Barrier (active skill, forms a barrier around the user after activation. It can block 

an attack with ten times the user’s strength. Number of times: 3/3 (recharge once every eight hours) !) 

Seeing the new information, Liu Yan’s eyes lit up. 

After going through the Divine Extraction, the gloves had reached S-grade and its various attributes had 

increased by a lot. 

Other than that, just as Liu Yan had guessed, there was an additional God’s Effect. It was an active skill. 

Defense with 10 times the user’s strength? That was not bad. 

An S-grade weapon providing an almost A-grade active skill was considered pretty good. 

However, this Absolute Barrier was somewhat insignificant to Liu Yan. 

After all, Liu Yan already had Counterattack Storm. When he activated this skill, he could also enter an 

absolute defense state. His defensive ability would become similar to this Absolute Barrier. 

However, Liu Yan’s Counterattack Storm was clearly much stronger. Other than his defense, he could 

also gather the other party’s attacks to counterattack. With his defense and attack integrated into one, 

he was much stronger. 

Other than that, Liu Yan’s Counterattack Storm did not have the limited times of usage. As long as Liu 

Yan had MP, he could use it all the time. It was definitely much stronger than this Absolute Barrier, 

which could only be used three times at most. 

Liu Yan thought for a moment. It was a pair of boxing gloves. It was also an S-grade weapon, and it also 

had the god effect. It was indeed very powerful. 

However, in reality, it was not much of an improvement for Liu Yan himself. 

Liu Yan already had two S-grade weapons, Blade of The Night and Flying Feather Mystic Bow. Both of 

them weren’t any weaker than the Crystal Gloves. 

Moreover, Blade of The Night was compatible with Liu Yan’s Dark Ranger class. It could trigger a critical 

hit, so it was naturally much more powerful with the combination. 

Flying Feather Mystic Bow was even more so. Not only could it unleash Liu Yan’s terrifying strength, but 

it could also fuse multiple elements into an attack, making it even more powerful. 

On the other hand, the Crystal Gloves were of little value to Liu Yan, because it could not provide a 

significant upgrade. 

The most crucial God’s Effect of the Crystal Gloves was dispensable to Liu Yan. 

Moreover, although the Crystal Gloves were much more powerful than the soft blade gloves, they were 

also much more cumbersome. 

This thick and heavy gloves was not convenient for Liu Yan to use the Flying Feather Mystic Bow to carry 

out long-range attacks and sneak attack of Blade of The Night. 

It would undoubtedly be very inconvenient to switch weapons in battle. 



Liu Yan looked at Murong Xue, who was sitting not far away, and his eyes lit up. 

The Crystal Gloves had no use to Liu Yan, but they were much more useful to Murong Xue. 

According to Liu Yan’s knowledge, the gloves that Murong Xue was currently using were very ordinary. 

They were only D-grade. 

It just so happened that the God’s Effect of the Crystal Gloves was also very useful to Murong Xue. After 

all, she was a tank. Sometimes, she would face a powerful fierce beast directly, and she might encounter 

danger. 

She could use the Absolute Barrier as a life-saving. It suited her really well. It would also be more 

convenient for Liu Yan to fight. He didn’t need to pay attention to protecting them at all times. 

Thinking of this, Liu Yan stood up and sat down beside Murong Xue. 

“What?” Murong Xue subconsciously sat away from Liu Yan. 

Murong Xue still bore a grudge for what happened underwater just now. 

At this moment, Murong Xue was extremely embarrassed and angry. On one hand, she felt like she was 

at a disadvantage, but on the other hand, it was not easy to say it out loud. If Chu Long were to hear it, it 

would be too embarrassing. 

And the most important thing was that she could not beat Liu Yan. 

If it was in the past, other people would not have had the chance to take advantage of her. If they dared 

to approach her, they would have been beaten half to death by her. 

However, Liu Yan was very powerful. She could do nothing to Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan directly threw the Crystal Gloves in front of Murong Xue and said indifferently, “Do you want it?” 

Murong Xue didn’t care at first, but after glancing at it, her eyes were immediately attracted by the 

Crystal Gloves. 

The Crystal Gloves were extremely beautiful and fit the taste of a girl. 

Murong Xue curiously picked them up and looked at them. But when she picked them up, she was 

shocked. 

“Why are these gloves so heavy!” 

Murong Xue picked them up with some difficulty and continued to look at them. 

They were obviously very beautiful, and they were just a pair of gloves. However, they weighed a 

thousand pounds. It was really amazing. 

Out of curiosity, Murong Xue looked at the information on the gloves. When she saw the introduction of 

the Crystal Gloves, she was immediately shocked. 

Murong Xue had never thought that this was an S-grade weapon! 

The awakened weapons and equipment on the third floor of the Tower were generally around E-grade. 



Murong Xue was considered quite powerful. She was fully equipped with D-grade equipment and 

weapons. 

However, there was a huge gap between D-grade weapon and an S-grade weapon. 

Through her family connections, Murong Xue had some understanding. She knew that an equipment 

that had reached S-grade was significantly different from the lower grades. 

Although weapons below S-grade were powerful, there were still ways to obtain them after reaching the 

upper levels in the Tower. 

However, S-grade weapons were extremely rare, incomparably rare, and extremely precious. 

Especially this S-grade Crystal Gloves before her, it actually had the God’s Effect, causing Murong Xue to 

be extremely shocked. 

Its various attributes were extremely strong, and it even had such a powerful God’s Effect skill. 

Murong Xue felt that if she were to equip this Crystal Gloves, her overall strength would probably 

increase tenfold! 

An S-grade weapon could increase Murong Xue’s combat strength tenfold. It was too powerful! 

After playing with it for a while, Murong Xue looked at Liu Yan with a face full of flattered surprise, 

asking carefully, “Liu Yan, this Crystal Gloves, is it really for me?” 

Chapter 108: The Mysterious Mountain and Sea Chest 

Liu Yan looked at the cautious Murong Xue in front of him and felt a little amused. 

Murong Xue’s personality had always been carefree. 

But in front of the Crystal Gloves, she was so cautious. 

After all, it was an S-grade weapon, and its charm was too great. 

However, after thinking about it carefully, Liu Yan understood. Liu Yan himself had the SSS-grade talent, 

Divine Extraction, which was why it was easier for him to obtain an S-grade weapon than an ordinary 

person. 

After all, Liu Yan could easily upgrade an A-grade weapon to S-grade. 

Even so, Liu Yan currently only had two pieces of S-grade equipment. Including the Crystal Gloves, there 

were only three pieces in total. 

The S-grade weapons were extremely precious to all awakened ones. 

Facing Murong Xue, who had an expectant look on her face, Liu Yan nodded slightly and said, “Yes, it’s 

for you. Can you use it? I see that it’s a little strenuous for you to hold it.” 

Murong Xue’s strength was not comparable to Liu Yan’s. 

The Crystal Gloves that were easily held in Liu Yan’s hands were much heavier for Murong Xue. 



When Murong Xue heard that it was indeed for her, her face was instantly filled with joy. The hatred she 

had for Liu Yan before instantly vanished into thin air. 

After playing with the Crystal Gloves for a while, Murong Xue nodded slightly and said, “It’s not easy for 

me to hold it now, but I can carry it. When I enter the Tyrant Body state during the battle, I can barely 

use it normally. It’ll be more convenient when I level up my attribute in the future.” 

Hearing this, Liu Yan was relieved. As long as she could use it normally, it would be fine. 

Although the Crystal Gloves were powerful, they were not that attractive to Liu Yan, nor did they have 

much of an effect on Liu Yan. 

On the contrary, they could be of great use to Murong Xue. 

Giving it to Murong Xue could be the best way to utilize the Crystal Gloves. 

“Alright, then give it a good try. Don’t affect the battle.” 

As Liu Yan spoke, he got up and prepared to leave. 

Seeing that Liu Yan was really going to give it to her, Murong Xue could not help but ask, “Liu Yan, are 

you really giving it to me? This is an S-grade weapon. Don’t you need to use it yourself?” 

Murong Xue was very clear that although Liu Yan’s offensive methods were very diverse, his fist 

techniques were not weak at all. It was obvious that he could use this Crystal Glove. 

However, Liu Yan waved his hand and said, “I don’t like it. This Crystal Glove is also dispensable to me.” 

After saying this, Liu Yan directly left. 

Hearing this, Murong Xue felt a wave of gratitude in her heart. She thought that Liu Yan just wanted to 

give it to her and deliberately said this. After all, who would look down on S-grade weapons? How could 

S-grade weapons be dispensable. 

However, what Murong Xue did not know was that Liu Yan’s words were completely the truth. 

Liu Yan returned to the black treasure chest. Looking at the empty black treasure chest, he was a little 

puzzled. 

The Ancient Draconic Croc was a SS-grade fierce beast. Before it was suppressed, it was a level 50 fierce 

beast. It was an extremely powerful existence. 

Logically speaking, the treasure guarded by such a powerful Ancient Draconic Croc should be extremely 

valuable. 

However, the two pieces of equipment just now did not seem to match the strength of the Ancient 

Draconic Croc. 

Although the Flying Feather Mystic Bow and the Crystal Gloves were extremely powerful, they were only 

that powerful after Liu Yan upgraded them to S-grade through the Divine Extraction. 

Before Liu Yan had used the Divine Extraction to raise their grades, they were only two A-grade 

weapons. 



Although they were not bad and were relatively powerful, they clearly did not match the Ancient 

Draconic Croc’s strength. 

However, when Liu Yan had just entered the depths of the Yang Lake, he had indeed only discovered 

this black treasure chest. There were no other items. 

Liu Yan, who possessed Omniscient Insight, was very certain of this. Other than this, there were no other 

treasures under the water. 

Liu Yan looked at the black treasure chest. It was completely empty now. He could not help but be a 

little puzzled. 

At this moment, Chu Long, who was at the side, saw that Liu Yan was in a daze. She asked with some 

doubt, “Brother Liu Yan, what are you thinking about? Is this black treasure chest very precious?” 

When Liu Yan heard Chu Long’s words, he regained his senses, but his eyes immediately lit up. 

That’s right. Could this black treasure chest itself be a precious item? 

After all, Liu Yan had felt that this black treasure chest was extremely mystical back then, but it was 

relatively empty. There were only a bow and a pair of gloves inside. 

“Chu Long, you really reminded me!” 

Liu Yan said gratefully, and hurriedly checked the information of the black treasure chest. 

[ Mountain and Sea Chest ] 

Grade: unknown 

Effect: unknown 

… 

After checking it, he still couldn’t find anything. 

However, the joy on Liu Yan’s face deepened. 

Normally, he wouldn’t be able to see anything from the Mountain and Sea Chest because its level was 

too high, and his own level wasn’t high enough. 

With Liu Yan’s current strength, he was able to see the information about the Ancient Draconic Croc, a 

SS-grade fierce beast from before. 

Ever since Liu Yan entered the Tower, he couldn’t see the information of the golden-armored blue ape 

and the Mountain and Sea Chest only. 

In that case, it was very likely that the golden-armored blue ape and the Mountain and Sea Chest were 

both SSS-grade or higher existences. 

Clearly, the Mountain and Sea Chest was an extremely valuable treasure. 

However, with Liu Yan’s current strength, he might not be able to use it at all, nor would he be able to 

find any information about the Mountain and Sea Chest. 



Although he was temporarily unable to use it, as long as he confirmed that it was a treasure, it would be 

fine. 

He would wait until his strength increased in the future and then checked on it again. In any case, Liu 

Yan had the SSS-grade Divine Extraction, and his strength had increased rapidly. He was not worried that 

he would not be able to increase his strength until that day. 

Following which, Liu Yan put the Mountain and Sea Chest into his storage ring. 

Looking at Chu Long beside him, Liu Yan smiled helplessly and said, “Chu Long, I don’t have any suitable 

equipment for you to use this time. We’ll look for one later.” 

From the bottom of the Yang Lake this time, they had obtained the treasures guarded by the SS-grade 

fierce beast, Ancient Draconic Croc. 

There was a total of three pieces of items, which were the Mountain and Sea Chest, Flying Feather 

Mystic Bow, and Crystal Gloves. 

The Mountain and Sea Chest’s level was too high and mysterious, so it could not be used for the time 

being. 

The remaining two pieces of equipment were also given to Liu Yan and Murong Xue each, so there was 

nothing left for Chu Long. 

When Chu Long heard this, she immediately waved her hand with a smile and said, “It’s fine. I didn’t do 

much, so it’s normal that I can’t get anything. We have more opportunities next time.” 

Liu Yan nodded slightly. Chu Long’s class was a Holy Priest, and her main job was to heal and support. In 

the future, he could keep an eye out for the equipment that was suitable for Chu Long. 

It might be difficult for others to obtain high-grade equipment, but with the Divine Extraction, it would 

be much easier for Liu Yan to obtain high-grade equipment. 

All the gains were counted and played. Killing the Ancient Draconic Croc this time had undoubtedly 

improved Liu Yan and Murong Xue greatly. Both of their strength had increased by a lot. 

Liu Yan looked at the awakened who were using the powerful aura from the battle between Liu Yan and 

the Ancient Draconic Croc to rest. He thought of his extra yin and yang cards. 

After the three of them went through their class transition, Liu Yan and the others still had a lot of extra 

yin and yang cards left. 

After checking, Liu Yan found that the yin and yang cards had no other use other than class transition 

and leaving the third floor of the Tower. 

Since that was the case, the extra yin and yang cards in Liu Yan’s hands were useless. 

Rather than wasting them, it was better to sell them to the awakened. 

Not only could the cards help them pass the trial on the third floor of the Tower or change their class to 

a stronger class, but they could also sell the cards to bring some benefits to Liu Yan and the other two. It 

would be beneficial to both sides. 



Chapter 109: Trade 

Liu Yan counted the yin and yang cards in his hand. 

After the consumption of the three people’s class transition, they kept some yin and yang cards to leave 

the third floor of the Tower. Even so, the three of them still had quite a number of yin and yang cards 

left. 

There were close to forty yin cards, and even more yang cards, close to eighty. 

Liu Yan, Murong Xue, and Chu Long discussed what the three of them needed, and then decided to start 

the transaction. 

Then, Liu Yan looked at the group of awakened who was resting, and shouted, “The awakened who 

need yin cards and yang cards, you can trade with us for the materials of similar value!” 

Hearing Liu Yan’s shout, many of the awakened ones looked at Liu Yan curiously. 

They had already witnessed Liu Yan’s strength and knew that Liu Yan was abnormally strong. 

Such a powerhouse naturally had a large number of yin and yang cards in his hands. 

At this moment, Liu Yan also took out the excess yin and yang cards and placed them on the ground. 

The awakened looked surprised when they saw this. They didn’t expect Liu Yan to have so many yin and 

yang cards. 

They worked hard, but many of them didn’t even have one yin and yang cards. They didn’t even meet 

the requirement to pass the third level of the Tower, let alone getting more yin and yang cards for class 

transition. 

Many people immediately moved closer to Liu Yan. 

The awakened ones looked curiously at the large number of yin and yang cards in front of Liu Yan, but 

they didn’t dare to touch them. 

Liu Yan didn’t have any scruples and directly put the yin and yang cards on the ground. He was not afraid 

that his cards would be stolen, because he was extremely confident in his own strength. 

Some of the awakened ones did want to steal the cards, but they only thought about it and didn’t dare 

to do it. 

They had witnessed Liu Yan’s terrifying strength with their own eyes. He was unfathomable and wasn’t 

an existence they could provoke. 

If they really stole the yin or yang card in Liu Yan’s hand, once they were discovered by Liu Yan, they 

would definitely end up miserably. 

A young man looked at the yin and yang cards in front of Liu Yan with interest and hurriedly asked, 

“Expert, can I use money to buy one of your yang cards? You can name the price.” 

The young man was also helpless. His awakened talent was average, and his strength was also relatively 

average. Naturally, he did not form a strong team. 



It was already very good that he was able to survive until now. Other than the initial yin card, he had 

obtained nothing so far. 

The most unfortunate thing was that he had encountered a fierce beast, and his teammates were all 

dead. 

Now that he was the only one left, he could not even defeat an ordinary fierce beast. Naturally, it would 

be very difficult for him to obtain a yang card. 

Liu Yan glanced at the young man indifferently. In terms of price, Liu Yan and the two girls had already 

roughly confirmed it. 

They could exchange for the outside world currency. 

Although in the Tower, federation coins were almost useless and couldn’t buy anything. 

But after leaving the Tower, federation coins were still very useful. They could still buy many things in 

the Tower’s resting platform 

Not to mention leaving the Tower, the use of federation coins was even greater at the outside world. 

However, the amount of federation coins needed to exchange for a yang card was naturally not small. 

Liu Yan said faintly, “You can use federation coins to exchange. A hundred million federation coins can 

be exchanged for one yang card.” 

When the young man heard this, he immediately frowned. A hundred million federation coins was quite 

a lot. 

However, it was fortunate that his wealth was relatively thick, so he could barely take out 100 million 

federation coins. 

Although it pained him, his own life was definitely more important. 

The young man nodded in agreement. After asking Liu Yan for his card number, he immediately 

transferred the money. 

After confirming that he had received the money, Liu Yan immediately tossed a yang card over. 

After receiving it, the young man’s face immediately lit up with joy. 

With this, he had gathered the yin and yang cards, and he would be able to pass the trial on the third 

level of the Tower and leave the third level alive. 

The awakened ones also felt a little envious upon seeing this. 

They might not be able to obtain the yin and yang cards even if they risked their lives before, but now 

they could obtain them through trading. 

Although the price was very expensive, it was still worth it. 

After all, there were only two ways to obtain the yin and yang cards from other sources. The awakened 

ones could either kill the fierce beast or plunder the yin and yang cards from the other awakened ones. 



Normally, it required three awakened ones to kill an ordinary fierce beast on the third floor of the 

Tower. 

Moreover, after killing a fierce beast, one would only have a chance to obtain a yin card and a yang card. 

But the drop rate was not high, only about 10%. 

Generally speaking, one would need to kill ten fierce beasts before they could obtain a yin card or a yang 

card. Naturally, it was extremely difficult. 

1 

The awakened ones would definitely lose their lives if they were to plunder the other awakened ones. 

There was also a great risk. 

The awakened had their eyes on the young man who had just traded with Liu Yan. 

They didn’t dare to rob the yin and yang cards in front of Liu Yan. 

The awakened who had just traded with Liu Yan had average strength, so they could definitely rob him. 

Liu Yan had seen this scene clearly through his Omniscient Insight. 

After sensing this, Liu Yan also faintly said, “Whoever dares to snatch the awakened that I have traded 

with, they will have to deal with me. Whoever dares to make a move against him, don’t blame me for 

being rude!” 

As soon as Liu Yan’s words fell, the awakened ones that had originally planned to make a move instantly 

retracted their steps. 

What kind of joke was this? With Liu Yan’s terrifying skill, they didn’t dare to provoke him at all. 

With Liu Yan’s strength, even if all the awakened ones attacked Liu Yan together, they might not have a 

chance at all. 

Some of the awakened ones who heard Liu Yan’s words immediately became excited. 

Liu Yan’s words had assured their protection. 

As long as they could take out enough precious resources or federation coins, they could trade with Liu 

Yan and obtain the yin and yang cards. 

Not only could they gather enough yin and yang cards, but they could also enjoy Liu Yan’s protection. 

They would be able to leave the third floor of the Tower safely as long as they stayed close to Liu Yan 

and ensured that the other awakened ones did not dare to attack them. 

Those awakened ones immediately wanted to trade with Liu Yan. 

“I have a good piece of equipment here. It’s D-grade. Can we trade?” 

“I have some precious herbs here. I obtained them from a strange cave. Their level isn’t low. Can you 

take a look?” 



“I’ll use federation coins to trade as well. A hundred million federation coins each, right? I want to trade 

three of them!” 

“…” 

The awakened ones swarmed in front of Liu Yan and the other two, fighting to trade. 

Liu Yan and the other two also started to check. If they had enough resources, they would trade. 

If they didn’t like the materials, they would refuse to trade. 

All kinds of materials entered the pockets of Liu Yan and the other two. They managed to trade off their 

excessive yin and yang cards. 

Chapter 110: Ice and Fire Draconic Wolf 

At dusk. 

The yin and yang cards in front of Liu Yan and the other two had all been traded. 

Apart from the yin and yang cards that they needed to leave the third floor, the rest had all been traded. 

The gains they had obtained were enormous. 

There were close to a billion federation coins. 

Apart from that, there were countless rare minerals, herbs, and equipment. 

The awakened ones who had successfully traded with Liu Yan were extremely happy. 

Although they had paid for all kinds of precious resources, they had obtained yin cards or yang cards. 

They could successfully pass the trial on the third floor of the Tower and continue to live. 

Liu Yan and the other two were also extremely happy. Yin and yang cards were practically useless to the 

three of them at the moment. They had all been exchanged for useful resources. It was undoubtedly a 

good deal. 

When the sky turned dark, the yang region was relatively safe. There weren’t many fierce beasts at 

night. 

The awakened all went to rest separately. Many people traded yin and yang cards with Liu Yan. 

In the next few days, they no longer needed to take risks. They only needed to properly preserve their 

strength. When the time was up, they could leave the third level of the Tower. 

When it was late at night, Liu Yan saw that there were no more awakened around. Liu Yan was in charge 

of keeping watch. 

Seeing that the time was right, Liu Yan released the impatient shadow wolf. 

Shadow wolf had already urged Liu Yan countless times. Clearly, it was extremely interested in the 

Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse. 



The moment shadow wolf was released, it transformed into ice and fire two-headed wolf. Then, it came 

in front of the Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse and began to devour it. 

Liu Yan was not surprised when he saw this. He quietly waited by the side. 

The talent level of ice and fire two-headed wolf was also S-grade, but the Ancient Draconic Croc’s level 

was even higher. It had reached SS-grade. 

After reaching S-grade, there was a huge gap between any of the levels. 

Moreover, the Ancient Draconic Croc’s actual experience level had already reached level 50, while the 

ice and fire two-headed wolf was only level 10. 

Liu Yan believed that the Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse would bring the ice and fire two-headed wolf a 

significant improvement. 

Recently, Liu Yan had also discovered something strange about the shadow wolf. Shadow wolf’s level 

was clearly not high, but ever since it had followed him, its strength had increased very quickly. 

It might because that it had swallowed the corpses of several relatively high-level fierce beasts. That was 

why it was able to increase its strength so quickly. 

If it were to increase its strength through ordinary battles, its levelling speed would be much slower. 

Liu Yan waited for a while and saw the ice and fire two-headed wolf continuously devouring the Ancient 

Draconic Croc’s corpse. 

The size of the ice and fire two-headed wolf was not small. It was at least three to four meters tall and 

was half the size of a building. 

However, in front of the Ancient Draconic Croc, it was still not enough. The Ancient Draconic Croc’s body 

was three to four times the size of the ice and fire two-headed wolf. 

However, Liu Yan was surprised to find that the ice and fire two-headed wolf had already devoured the 

Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse. 

When Liu Yan saw this, he was a little surprised. It could eat the whole corpse? 

At this moment, the blue ice and red fire elements on the ice and fire two-headed wolf’s body flickered 

continuously. It seemed to be absorbing the energy from the Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse. 

It was only when the sky turned white that the ice and fire two-headed wolf finally ended its absorption. 

Liu Yan looked at the ice and fire two-headed wolf again. There wasn’t much change in its appearance. It 

seemed to have become a little stronger, and its eyes were a little brighter. 

Although there wasn’t much change on the surface, Liu Yan could clearly sense that the aura of the ice 

and fire two-headed wolf had become much stronger through his Omniscient Insight. 

Obviously, after swallowing the powerful Ancient Draconic Croc, the ice and fire two-headed wolf had 

improved greatly. 

Liu Yan hurriedly used his only bracelet to check the information of the ice and fire two-headed wolf. 



[ Ice and Fire Draconic Wolf (pseudo-dragon species)] 

Grade: SS 

Level: 20 

… 

Looking at the current attribute panel of shadow wolf, Liu Yan was immediately surprised. 

Although he had guessed that the Ancient Draconic Croc’s grade and level were so high, shadow wolf 

would definitely improve greatly after swallowing and absorbing it. 

However, Liu Yan had never thought that the substitute would be so huge. 

Its grade increased once again, reaching a terrifying SS-grade. 

More importantly, shadow wolf had actually absorbed a trace of the Ancient Draconic Croc’s dragon 

bloodline, which allowed it to increase its strength in all aspects. 

Liu Yan’s level increase was already extremely fast because he received double EXP. After he killed the 

Ancient Draconic Croc, he used Divine Extraction on it. Then, he had obtained a huge amount of EXP. 

However, the speed at which shadow wolf’s level increased even faster than Liu Yan’s. It had even 

surpassed Liu Yan and reached level 20. 

Liu Yan guessed that this was mainly because shadow wolf had absorbed a trace of the Ancient Draconic 

Croc’s dragon bloodline. 

At this moment, the Fire and Ice Draconic Wolf felt the powerful energy in its body and looked at Liu Yan 

with excitement. 

Through telepathy, Liu Yan could sense the excitement and gratitude in shadow wolf’s heart. 

It was grateful that Liu Yan had helped it to swallow the Ancient Draconic Croc, and its strength had 

increased so much in such a short time. 

Liu Yan was also happy for shadow wolf. Shadow wolf was Liu Yan’s first pet after all. It was only D-grade 

at the beginning, but it had risen all the way to SS-grade now. 

Along the way, it had improved tremendously. 

The battle strength of the ice and fire two-headed wolf had already been extremely terrifying. Now that 

it had swallowed the Ancient Draconic Croc, its strength had increased tremendously, even by several 

times. 

It seemed that he would have to find an opportunity later to test the battle strength of the Ice and Fire 

Draconic Wolf. Now, Liu Yan was also looking forward to it. 

At this moment, Liu Yan saw a flash of light not far away. 

He walked over curiously and saw a large number of yin and yang cards under the Ancient Draconic 

Croc’s corpse. 



Liu Yan immediately understood that it was probably dropped from the Ancient Draconic Croc. 

However, it was blocked by its huge corpse at that time, so Liu Yan and the others did not notice it at all. 

Now that Shadow Wolf had devoured the Ancient Draconic Croc’s corpse, it naturally appeared. 

Liu Yan went forward and picked it up. After roughly counting it, he was a little surprised. 

The yin and yang cards that had dropped here actually added up to more than a hundred. 

Liu Yan immediately had a bitter smile on his face. He had just sold the excess yin and yang cards, and 

now he had obtained many yin and yang cards again. 

Although he didn’t know if the yin and yang cards were still useful in the higher levels of the tower, Liu 

Yan still kept them first. 

Liu Yan had no intention of selling the yin and yang cards that he had obtained again. 

The awakened ones in the yang region had mostly obtained enough yin and yang cards. They could 

either obtain them by themselves or exchange them with Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan didn’t have anything on them that he was interested in anymore, so he naturally couldn’t be 

bothered to exchange them. 

Yesterday, he had already exchanged everything that he was interested in. 

In the end, Liu Yan reluctantly agreed to the exchange the yin and yang cards with the uninterested 

items from the other awakened ones. 

Liu Yan directly put away the yin and yang cards and planned to rest for a while. 

The trial on the third floor of the Tower had basically ended. In the next two days, he could rest and 

wait. 

 


